My New Glasses
Make Room for Elisa / Johanna Hurwitz (j HURWITZ)
Five year old Elisa gets new eyeglasses. Gr. 1-3
Cromwell's Glasses / Holly Keller
Lydia aids her brother when he is teased about his new glasses.
Pearl and Wagner: Four Eyes / Kate McMullan (j Er MCMULLAN)
When Wagner's eye test shows that he needs glasses, it takes him a little while-and
some help from his friends-to adjust to his new look.
Glamorous Glasses / Barbara Johansen Newman
After helping her cousin Joanie find glasses, Bobbie convinces Joanie to let her wear
them while they go to Sophie's Sweet Shoppe.
Fancy Nancy, Spectacular Spectacles / Jane O’Connor
When Nancy’s friend Bree gets some glittery glasses to help her see better, Nancy
decides she wants to wear glasses too. j Er O’CONNOR
Junie B., First Grader (At Last!) / Barbara Park (j PARKS & j pb P)
Junie B. needs glasses. Gr. 1-3
Honey Bunny’s Honey Bear / Marilyn Sadler (j Er PRIMER SADLER)
Honey Bunny wants to be friends with the bear who sits next to her in school, but
he never seems to notice her.
Glasses: Who Needs ‘Em? / Lane Smith
A boy is unhappy about having to wear glasses, until his doctor provides an unusual
list of other eyeglass wearers.
Hocus Focus / Sarah Willson (j WILLSON)
Jack and Gina let the teasing of a classmate stop them from wearing their glasses
until a class field trip makes them change their minds. Gr. 1-3

NON-FICTION
Lenses! Take a Closer Look / Siegfried Aust (j 681.4 Aus)
How Do Our Eyes See? / Carol Ballard (j 612.84 Bal)
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for children in preschool through second grade
Unless otherwise noted, all books may be found in
the picture book section under the author’s last name.
Seeing Sugar / Cynthia L. Brinson (j BRINSON)
When she loses her front row seat in class, Kate discovers that she needs
glasses. Gr. 2-4
Arthur's Eyes / Marc Brown
Arthur learns to love his new glasses.
Glasses for D.W. / Marc Brown
Arthur's little sister wants to wear glasses like her brother.
Princess Peepers / Pam Calvert
When the other princesses make fun of her for wearing glasses, Princess
Peepers vows to go without.
Heidi Heckelbeck Gets Glasses / Wanda Coven
When she gets glasses, Heidi's friend Lucy gets a lot of attention at school,
and Heidi decides that she must have glasses too. J COVEN Wanda
Agapanthus Hum and the Eyeglasses / Joy Cowley (j Er COWLEY )
Agapanthus wants to wear her glasses while she does her fabulous acrobatic
tricks.
Farmer McPeepers and His Missing Milk Cows / Katy Duffiled
A crafty herd of cows borrows Farmer McPeepers' eyeglasses so that they
can have a day on the town.
Watch out, Ronald Morgan! / Patricia Reilly Giff (j Er GIFF)
Ronald has several funny experiences until he gets a pair of eyeglasses.
The Patch / Justina Chen Headley
Five-year-old Becca discovers that her new eyeglasses and eye patch—
which she needs to correct her lazy eye—allow her to become people as
different as a ballerina-pirate and a private eye.
Baby Duck and the Bad Eyeglasses / Amy Hest
Grandpa helps Baby realize that her new glasses are not so bad after all.
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